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THE SOLUTION OF AN INTEGRAL EQUATION OF THE FIRST KIND
ON A FINITE INTERVAL*

BY

J. A. BELWAIID

University of Queensland, Australia

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall solve the integral equation

/O) = J g(y)K0(\ \x - y\)dy, -1 < x < 1, (1.1)

where X is a real constant and K0 is a modified Bessel function with a logarithmic singu-
larity at the origin which satisfies

xK'0'{x) + K'0(x) — xK0{x) = 0,

and has the asymptotic form

K0(x) TrI/2(2x)~1/2e~* as x —> o° .

It will be shown that there exists, for each n > 0, a pair of functions jjx) and gn(x)
which satisfy Eq. (1.1), the /„'s taking the role of the known function. The /„'s are the
Mathieu functions ce„(??), where x = cos 77, and accordingly are complete on (—1, 1).
Thus for any j{x) belonging to L2(—1, 1), the corresponding solution g(x) may be ex-
pressed as a series of gn's.

Equation (1.1) arises from a two-dimensional boundary value problem which provides
a description of several physical situations. One well known example of these is that
of an ideal fluid of thermal diffusivity k which has a uniform velocity of 2 \k past a flat
plate fixed tangential to the uniform stream. If the fluid density and thermal constants
are assumed independent of temperature and are scaled out of the problem then the
temperature of the fluid is given by the solution of

d2T/dx2 + d2T/dy2 - 2A dT/dx = 0 (1.2)

which takes the prescribed values on the plate.
If we put T = e 'x4>(x, y) into (1.2) we obtain

d2<l>/dx2 + d2<t>/dy2 - \2<t> = 0 (1.3)

which itself admits a simple physical interpretation. Thus if we replace the convection
term 2\ dT/dx in (1.2) by an endothermic release of heat at all points in the fluid pro-
portional to the local temperature then the temperature satisfies Eq. (1.3). Equation
(1.3) also occurs in elastic half space problems which have been discussed by Rvachev [1].

If <j> is given at the boundary then we can simulate the effect of the boundary with
the distribution of sources along the boundary. The source function for (1.3), that is the
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solution of (1.3) with its right-hand side replaced by — S(x — x0) 8(y — y0), is
(2tt)'1K0(\[(x — x0)2 + (y — y<>)2]1/2), and if we scatter the sources along the boundary
C so that their strength at a point s along the boundary is g(s) then </> is given by the
line integral

4>(xo , y0) = [ g(s)K0(\[(x - x0)2 + (y - y0)2]l/2) ds. (1.4)
J C

If we are given that <£ = j{x) for y = 0, |.t| < 1, we obtain the integral equation (1.1)
whose solution then gives 4> from (1.4).

There are obvious analytical and computational advantages to be gained from the
representation (1.4) and the reduction of the problem to an integral equation in one
variable is often an advantage. Conversely a knowledge of the boundary value problem
associated with the integral equation (if one exists) can be most helpful—in this case it
appears indispensable.

The description of the solution of the integral equation given here follows closely
the order in which the problem was finally solved. It was found at an advanced stage
of this paper that both Rvachev [1] and Gill [2] had also solved the associated partial
differential equation and it appears that Rvachev had the solution of (1.1) within his
grasp. Neither author pursued the analysis given here however, and since the equation
has received attention from Latta [3] and Pearson [4] it would appear that an explicit
solution is of some interest. Further, integral equations of the first kind frequently arise
in applied mathematics, and (unless they are of a simple Cauchy type) are often difficult
to solve exactly. Thus although this method may not immediately yield the solutions of
similar equations it may be of some assistance in establishing the functions appropriate
to the problem.

In the context of Eq. (1.1), Latta has introduced an ingenious technique which
reduces the problem to an eigenvalue problem in ordinary differential equations, while
Pearson has shown that if the kernel of (1.1) is approximated by

P(x)-log |x| + Q(x)

where P and Q are polynomials, then this approximate equation may be solved exactly-
The present author has attempted to use the method of Lundgren and Chiang [5]

on this problem, but their method yields a solution of the form

(1 — x2)~1/2(a0 + axx + a2x2 • • ■)

where the a's can only be determined by substitution into the original equation, a result
which has already been established by Latta.

2. Derivation of the solution of the integral equation using an associated boundary
value problem. The solution of Eq. (1.1) may be found indirectly by solving the
boundary value problem mentioned in the introduction. We shall use this approach to
provide the motivation for our choice of a set of complete functions, from which we can
generate a solution of Eq. (1.1) for any function / of the class L2( — 1, 1).

Consider then Eq. (1.1), together with the function

y) = f\ g(t)-K0(\[(x - tf + y2]1/2) dt.

This function satisfies the partial differential equation
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d2<t>/dx2 + d2<j>/dy2 — X2<f> = 0 outside y = 0, \x\ < 1, (2.1a)

and its behaviour at infinity is described by

y) = 0(e~Xr) as r2 = x2 + y2 —> . (2.1b)

It is clear that
f(x) = <fi(x, 0+) = <t>(x, 0-), \x\ < 1, (2.1c)

and we can also show that

g(x) = (1/2tr)[<t>v(x, 0-) - <t>v{x, 0 +)], \x\ < 1, (2.1d)

which follows from the representation of the delta function

lim -5—7—2 = ir 5(x).
,-,0+ x + y

Therefore given f(x), say, Eqs. (2.1a, b, and c) serve to determine <f> and (2.Id) then
gives g(x). Similarly, given g(x) we could determine j(x). (This latter case amounts to
evaluating the integral on the right-hand side of (1.1) for a given g(x) and, as we shall
see, this is not a simple exercise.)

The appropriate coordinates for the solution of this problem are elliptic coordinates
and we set

x = cosh £ cos 17, y — sinh £ sin tj. (2.2)

The xy plane then corresponds to — ir < 77 < ir and £ > 0. In terms of these coordinates
Eqs. (2.1) transform to

d2$/d? + d2$/dv2 - (X2/2)(cosh 2£ - cos 2V)$ = 0, -ir < r, < x, £ > 0 (2.3a)

$(£> v) = 0(exp (—Xe_f)) as £—►<», (2.3b)

$(0, 17) = /(cos 7?) (2.3c)

g(c0S v) = ~2,r \imv\ ($£(0+' ~v) + *{(0+' v))' 11,1 < (2"3d)

Equation (2.3a) is separable in the usual way and after substituting $ = F(£)G(t]) we
obtain

Ftt ~ (k + j cosh 2t)F = 0, G„ + (k + ~ cos 2,)<? = 0, (2.4)

where k is the separation constant.
These are the usual modified Mathieu and Mathieu equations, for which McLachlan

[6] and Meixner and Schafke [7] are standard reference texts.
To obtain solutions of period 2ir and symmetric in 77, and to satisfy the condition at

infinity, we choose values kn of k so that the solutions of (2.4) are Fekn(£, — X2/4) and
cen(v, ~ ^2/4).

We will thus fit a solution of the form

$ = 2 a*cen(v, -^FekJj, (2.5)

to the boundary condition (2.3c).
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Now the ce„'s are complete on ( — t, it) for any even function of y and hence if /(cos rj)
belongs to L2( — 1, 1) we may expand it in a series of cen's. Hence if

/(cos v) = Xa„ce„(>7, , (2.6)

comparison of (2.5) and (2.6) gives

a„ = a„[Fekn(0, -X2/4)]-', n = 0, 1, 2, • • • (2.7)

Equation (2.3d) finally gives

*■'>" -nans -rlM0'"?). cen(v) (2-8)

and this is the solution of (1.1).
So far in this section we have repeated, almost exactly, the analysis given by Rvachev,

and, in essence, that given by Gill. Rvachev proceeds using Chebyshev polynomials
while Gill's interest centers only on the partial differential equation. Rvachev's main
concern lies in a computation of the solution and he does not continue the analysis
pursued here.

Now suppose we demand that

/(cos r?) = ce„(ri). (2.9)

(Henceforth we shall write ce„(rj, — \2/4) as ce„(??) unless we wish to draw particular
attention to the parameter, with a similar interpretation for Fekn{£).) Then

a„ = 0, n 5* p, and o„ = [Fe/cp(0)]_1;

we have therefore

g(cos v) = ^ Fek'„(0) • [Fgfcr(0)]~'ceI,(?7) (2.10)
7r |win r/\

and if we substitute this particular result into (1.1), by setting x = cos a, and y — cos /?
we obtain a very neat result:

|cos a — cos p\) d/3 = 0 < a < tt, (2.11)
Jo

where
M* = -Fe^(0)WFekv(0)Vl

and

= *--1/221/2ce„(a).

We can interpret this result as a formula for the Fourier coefficients of K„(\ |cos a —
cos |0|) and since K0(x) is analytic for x ^ 0, it follows, in the strict classical sense, that

K0(\ |cos a — cos /31) = ^2 t for 2mr,
p=o Mp

n = ••• , -1,0, 1, 2, .

Note the close resemblance to Mercer's Theorem for the eigenfunction expansion of a
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continuous kernel with all but a finite number of eigenvalues of one sign. Here the kernel
has a weak singularity with arbitrary signed eigenvalues and in this example the con-
clusions of Mercer's Theorem hold everywhere, except at the singularity, under less
stringent conditions.

In the current problem we regard Eq. (2.11) as giving a set of eigenvalues and eigen-
functions from which we can generate the solution of (1.1). The inference we draw from
Eq. (2.11) is the following:

Given

J g(y)K0(\ \x - y\) dy = j(x), -1 < x < 1, (2.12a)

f(x) = a„ce„(arc cos x) (2.12b)
0

then

g(x) = — - (1 — x2)~in X) a„Fefc^(0)[Fefcn(0)]-1ce„(arc cos a;). (2.12c)
n=0

We note the expected presence of the factor (1 — x2)~1/2.

3. A direct verification of Eq. (2.11). The analysis given in Sec. 2 is quite un-
necessary for the solution of Eq. (1.1) if we have Eq. (2.11) at our disposal. The most
elegant presentation of the solution would simply demonstrate the validity of Eq.
(2.11), and Eqs. (2.12) would then follow from the possibility of expanding both known
function / and unknown function g(rj) sin -q in terms of a complete set of eigenfunctions.
The presence of the factor sin j/( = (1 — x2)1/2) can readily be deduced from the form
of (2.11). In this section we will verify (2.11) directly.

As mentioned previously, for most functions g(x) it appears impossible to evaluate
the right-hand side of (1.1) in terms of known functions (e.g. try g{x) = 1), and it is
only from the analysis given in the previous section that we have acquired the foresight
to use Mathieu functions. Even with this information the calculations are lengthy and
so it might be helpful to the reader if we identify the various stages of the calculation
with the equations which follow.

The first step is to express the Bessel function as an integral; from this we obtain a
pair of repeated integrals, one of which vanishes according to the parity of the order
of the Mathieu function cev{rj) (Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3)). We then consider in detail the case
of j) even commencing with an application of a formula which expresses a modified
Mathieu function as an integral involving an ordinary Mathieu function ((3.4) and
(3.5)). A second application of this relationship is then used to obtain the Fourier coeffi-
cients of I2m (Eq. (3.7)) whose values are finally determined by evaluating the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.8). Further integral relations are used in Eqs. (3.9)-(3.15) and we find that
the only nonzero Fourier coefficient of I2m is the 2m th. It follows (from the orthogonality
properties of the ce„'s) that I2m(a) is proportional to ce2m(a) and the last step in the
manipulations is reached when we show that the constant of proportionality which
arises from our verification is that which appears in (2.11) (Eq. 3.17).

We use the following integral representation of the modified Bessel function:
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K0(.x) = [ cos (a: sinh t) dt, x > 0. (3.1)
J 0

Let

I" = io cey(^' ~ lcosa — cos /31) dP;

then using (3.1) we obtain

/„ = J cev\P, — J d/3 J cos [(cos a — cos /3)X sinh <] dt.

A permissible inversion of the order of integration and an expansion of the cosine follows
and we find

/„ = J dt cos (X cos a sinh t) J cev\P, cos ^ cos ^ ^

+ J dt sin (X cos a sinh t) J cev(p, — ̂  sin (X cos P sinh t) dp. (3.2)

We have to consider separately the cases p odd and p even. First let p = 2m; then the
inner integral of the second term on the right-hand side of (3.2) equals

J ce2m(p, — ̂ sin (X cos P sinh t) dp = (— 1)™ J ce2m(pi , ^ sin (X sin 0, sinh t) dPi

where we have substituted p = tt/2 — /3, and used the relationship

ce2m{tt/2 — p, — h2) = ( —1 )mce2m(P, h2). (3.2a)

The integrand of the last integral is odd so that this term is zero; hence

12m = f cos (X cos a sinh t) dt ce2„,(p, — ~cos (X cos P sinh f) dp. (3.3)

Now [6, p. 187] states

Ce2„(z,~^j = [Ao2m\y^ce2m{^, ^ j" cos (X sin u sinhz)ce2m{u. ^ ^ du

and therefore

Ce2m[z,^J = [^"■'irT'cej^O, ^")(— 1)"" J cos (X cos P sinh z)ce2m(p, — dp (3.4)

for we may substitute u — ■w/2 — p and reset the range of integration to (0, ir) since the
integrand has period ir. Thus (3.3) becomes

I (2»)
I2m = A? 71""

Now consider

ce2mi^0, —^ (—1)"* f Ce2m[t, cos (X cos a sinh t) dt. (3.5)

dr = ~ [ hm(a)ceT\a, — j-j da.
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From (3.5), and an inversion in the order of integrations again,

dr = 2^<2""[ce2„,(o, V-iy" j" Ce2m(t, 0 dt J' cer(a, ~f)

■ cos (X cos a sinh t) da. (3.6)

Let us deal first with r odd; then the inner integral of the right side of (3.6) becomes

ce2s+I^a, — cos (X cos a sinh t) da

= (—1)' J se2.+1(a1 , cos (Xsinajsinhi) ,

by substituting = 7r/2 — a, which is zero since the integrand is odd in a, .
For r even, 2s say, we can use (3.4) again and obtain

d2, = 2r(-l)m+'A'02m)Ai02':'[ce2m(o, ^)ce2.(o, 1 J Ce2m(t, j)Ce2t(t, dt. (3.7)

We now evaluate

Jm. = fo Ce2m(t, j)Ce2,(t, dt. (3.8)

From [6, p. 187], we have

Ce2m(z, ^ = ce2m(^| , ~^[7r4o2m)]_1 J cos (X cos u cosh z)cc2„{u, ^ du

and by the same procedures as those used for (3.4) we can deduce that

Ce2n(z, = (—1 )mce2m(^ , |-j[ir^lo2m)] 1 cos (Xsin w coshz)ce2m(u, — du. (3.9)

Thus if we substitute this result in (3.8) and invert the order of integration we have

Jm. = (—l)mce2m^| , ce2m(u, —du Ce2,(t, ^

• cos (X sin u cosh t) dt. (3.10)

Now [6, p. 199] states that

dt,Fek2,[z, —= (— l)'-ce2l^| , 1 j exp ( —Xsinhz cosh t)Ce2,(t,

and with z replaced by iz, we have

Fek2,[iz, —|-J = (—l)*ce2,^ , ^[tt^o2*']-1 J exp (-Xz'sinz cosh t)Ce2l(t, dt.

(3.11)
But also
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r] (■ x2\ Fefc2,(0, ~t)„ (. x2\ Fefc-(°' ~t) (. x2\
Feh.[iz, =  7 -TT- Ce2.^, --1 +   — Fe2,K --) (3.12)

<?*.(<>, - J-J fv*.(o, -*-)
from [6, p. 249] with z replaced by iz.

All terms on the right-hand side of (3.12) are real with the exception of Fe2s(iz, — A2/4)
which is purely imaginary. Therefore if we compare the real parts of the right-hand sides
of (3.12) and (3.11) we have

(—1 )'ce2,(^ , ~^[nvli2s>]-1 J cos (X sin z cosh t)Ce2s(t, dt

Feko

Ce<•(°- -r)
CeAiz, --)■ (3.13)

From the definition of the Cen's,

Ce2,{iz, — X2/4) = ce2s(z, — X2/4) (3.14a)

and

Ce2.(0, — X2/4) = ce2t(0, -X2/4) = (-l)*cc2.(ir/2, X2/4). (3.14b)

These last three results may be substituted into the inner integral of (3.10) and after
some elementary manipulations we obtain

7r A"
w2m\ ^ , t

Jmt = (_i)- ^

[CC2'(l ' 4)

Aa'^A2"} lFek2a(o, J ce2m(u, -^ce28^w, — du

and since the ce„'s are orthogonal on (0, ir) we have

Jmm = (-1)

Jm. = 0, m s. (3.15b)

7T X2
ce2„l2 - 4 M2m(0, -£)| (3.15a)

This result, which is quite unremarkable, does not appear in the literature and some
observations are relevant. We can arrive at (3.15b) by an application of those methods
used for Sturm-Liouville problems; however, this has the disadvantage that we do not
evaluate Jmm by such a process whereas in the above procedure we obtain Jms for both
m = s and m 5^ s. An interesting detail which does emerge from the Sturm-Liouville
approach is that whereas the even parity functions, Ce2n(t, X2/4), are mutually orthogonal
(as are the odd parity functions) those with even parity are not orthogonal to those of
odd parity. This follows because the functions of odd parity do not have quite the same
behaviour at infinity as those of even parity. Exactly similar results may be obtained for

f Se,(z, ~)<S!e*(z, dz.
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We now apply (3.15) to (3.7) and obtain d2s = 0, s rn, and

d2m = (-lrMr"0]2 <*2:M°i)] Ki'l -i
Fek2m[0,

X2'

It follows from these results that

hm = d2„-ce2m(a, (3.16)

.A comparison of this result \\ lth (2.11) stio^vs thcit t/2m must gcjlIclI 7r Fek2m(0)[Fek'2m(0)]
and this is indeed true, for, combining the formulae (13) p. 249, and (3) p. 368 of [6],
we find that

-Tr-[Fek'2m{Qi)Yl = (-l)*Miw]: ce2m[ 0, |- ce2„
IT X'

2 ' 4 (3.17)

The problem is completed when we have dealt with the case of p odd. We conclude by
observing that the methods used are identical to those given so far and they will therefore
be omitted.
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